
 

Leaflet: Overvoltage protection 
 
Validity and transitional periods 
Since October 2016 DIN VDE 0100-443 (VDE 0100- 443):2016-10 and DIN VDE 0100-534 (VDE 0100-534):2016-10 

apply, with a transitional period until 14/12/2018. These standards are intended for immediate application to new electrical 
installations and to modifications or extensions to existing electrical installations. Installations that go into operation after 
14/12/2018 must be planned and constructed exclusively in accordance with the two new standards. 
 
What is overvoltage? 

Overvoltages occur only for a fraction of a second. They are therefore also referred to as surges or transients. They have 
very short rise times of just a few microseconds before falling back comparatively slowly over a period of up to 
100 microseconds. Overvoltages are voltage pulses above the permissible test voltage that can have a damaging effect on 
the affected electrical apparatus. 
 
Overvoltages are not only caused by lightning strikes! 

Much more frequently, overvoltages occur due to the physical processes in the power mains when a system is switched on 
or off. Normally, these overvoltages are much lower than those caused by lightning. But since they are generated directly 
in the lines, they are also present in the mains themselves and place a strain on the insulation. Overvoltages can also be 
caused by electrostatic discharges or faults in the circuit. 
 
Selection and installation of surge protection devices (SPD) 

Type 1  Type 1 surge protection devices must be used if building installations are equipped with external lightning 
protection systems or if protection from the effects of direct lightning strikes is otherwise required. 

Type 2 For protection against indirect lightning strikes and switching transients (the most common reason for 
overvoltages), at least type 2 surge protection devices (SPDs) must be used. This type is generally used in sub-
distribution systems and also protects end consumers near these systems. 

Type 3 Type 3 surge protection devices provide fine protection: They protect only the consumer directly connected to 
them, provided that upstream surge protection has been implemented. In most countries, manufacturers of 
electrical and electronic apparatus are required to fit their apparatus with the fine protection required for safe 
operation. 

 
Now what does this mean in practice? 

After 14/12/2018, surge protection is required when installing electrical systems. Selectivity must be taken into account: 
The protective effect of each surge 
protection stage builds on the previous 
one. This means that the previous 
stage reduces the surge in energy 
caused by the overvoltage in order to 
avoid thermal overload of the 
subsequent protection module.  When 
planning the system, the responsible 
electrician must complete a hazard 
analysis. 
 
Type 1 SPDs may become necessary 
for overhead line feeds, because direct 
lightning strike may have to be included 
in the hazard analysis. Additional SPDs may be necessary to ensure sufficient protection of the electrical system. 
 
In building installations, the local conditions must be clarified so that the electrical system and the required surge protection 
can be planned. 
 
Mobile power distribution systems, on the other hand, are subject to changing conditions with every new installation. 
Detailed planning of the electrical system can often only be carried out on site. It is therefore not always advisable to install 
surge protection directly in the mobile power distribution box. Surge Protection Box SPB™ from INDU-ELECTRIC was 
developed precisely for 
this application. Having 

a modular design, the 
surge protector can be 
integrated at the 
required place in the 
installation directly at 
the input of the 
respective sub-distribution unit. The type 2 surge protection integrated in the ballast unit meets the requirements for sub-
distribution. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Installation locations of SPDs 

Fig. 2: Mobile power distribution –Surge Protection Box SPB™ from INDU-ELECTRIC 


